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officially - in many ways the story of the ls 400 is the story of the lexus itself it was the culmination of everything toyota had
learned over 50 years in the automaking business at debut showrooms offered only two models the ls 400 and the es 250,
car culture intersect by lexus tokyo by wonderwall - to understand the thinking behind intersect by lexus tokyo
wonderwall principal masamichi katayama suggests imagining a niketown that doesn t sell athletic wear you pass through
the glass doors expecting running shoes and soccer jerseys instead you find a caf a restaurant and a gallery, lexus rx
toyota wiki - the lexus rx is a mid size luxury crossover suv sold by lexus since 1997 the rx series has comprised multiple
v6 and hybrid powered models such as the rx 300 rx 330 rx 350 rx 400h and rx 450h in either all wheel drive or front wheel
drive versions
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